south : this, for the present, suffices to point out its place; for as I wish to proceed immediately to the results, I shall, for greater perspicuity, collect at the end of this account, a more exact determination of its right ascension and declination, as also a plan of the stars situated near it.
When at its full and least brightness, it attains in different periods, different degrees of brightness: I have never yet seen it of a greater magnitude than of the 5th, nor when at its least, less than the 7.8th. It completes all its changes in about 63 days, being 14 =t= at its full brightness, without any perceptible change; 9=±= at its least, also without any perceptible change; 28 =±= days decreasing from the middle of its full brightness to the middle of its least; and 35 =±= increasing from the middle of its least brightness to the middle of its full. These results being de duced from only the few observations I have made, cannot, of course, be very accurate, but may easily and soon be corrected by comparing any future observation with those communicated in this paper; not relying much on the estimated magnitudes, but principally on its comparative brightness with the stars there mentioned and marked in the plan, the magnitudes of which, by a mean of several observations, I have settled thus : k, a nd less than / j it has lately been increasing. ditto ditto, rather less than k ; much brighter than P. much less than k , and rather brighter than P. much less than k , and rather brighter than P. almost equal to k , and much brighter than P. I think rather less than k. I could not determine which was brightest, the variable, or k. considerably less than k, and rather brighter than P. much less than P. rather brighter than P ; considerably less than . considerably brighter than P, and rather less than k. less than P j brighter than r. f much less thaii P, and rather less than r. The observation of the \ 12th seems to express most decidedly its being less than r. equal, or rather brighter than r ; much less than P. rather brighter than P. brighter than P ; much less than k. much brighter than P ; rather less than k. not quite so bright as k. rather brighter than k ; considerably less than /. brighter than k ; m u c h less than /.
ditto, ditto, ditto, rather brighter than k. if any difference, brighter than k ; decreased, equal to k. rather less than k ; considerably brighter than P ; J near its full, less than k ; much brighter than P.
ditto. rather less than k ; considerably brighter than P. less than k j much brighter than P. ditto ditto ; moon near them, x between the brightness of k and P. ditto ditto, or less bright, much less than k ; rather brighter than P. considerably less than k ; rather brighter than P. ditto ditto ditto j I think it rather increased, less than k ; brighter than P. rather less than k ; considerably brighter than P.
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From these observations the periodical changes were de duced as follows:
The length of a single period being first settled of 67 days, from a succession of observations between March and May, and of 69 between April and June, we may proceed to obtain a greater exactness from distant dates, thus :
Middle of its greatest brightness. Had it been requisite to have given any preference to one of these four results, I should have chosen the th ird ; not only on account of the exactness of the observations themselves, but particularly because the changes when near its least bright ness are quicker; however, they all agree more satisfactorily than I think could be expected ; still it must be remembered, that the mean period here determined is merely for this set of observations, it being yet unknown what kind of irregularities it is liable t o ; for while I am now writing, in the month of August, its changes seem different from those of the four pre ceding periods; and how these perturbations will terminate, cannot be settled in the present account, as I mean here to conclude i t ; but will add in the Journal, observations of as late a date as possible.
The mean right ascensions of the stars here given, were de duced from observations made in the meridian with a small transit instrument, and are, I believe, accurate. T he declina tions are not settled with greater precision than to two or three m inutes; and although quite sufficient to prevent any mistake, I have, for the satisfaction of those who wish to make further observations on them, drawn up the annexed plan, in which all the stars they were compared to, can easily be found; no greater exactness is intended. T h e other Variable that I have discovered is, as already men tioned, in the Northern Crown. Its right ascension and de clination have just been given, as likewise the plan of the stars near it. This star, although not in F lam stead's catalogue, is marked on B a y e r 's maps of the 6th magnitude. Several years ago, in 1783, 1784, and 1785, I suspected it to be changeable, which induced me to make the memorandums here copied in the Journal, since which time I have often seen it, but not perceiving any alteration, the dates were neglected until the spring of 1795 5 I then had the satisfaction of finding my suspicions confirmed, it being invisible; but on the 20th of June, it appeared of the 3.10th magnitude, and went through T its various changes as follows : in six weeks it had increased to its full brightness, the middle time of which was August n t h , 1795. At its full brightness it was of the 6.7th magnitude, and remained the same without any perceptible alteration for about three weeks : it then was three weeks and a half in decreasing to the 9.10th magnitude, and disappeared a few days after. Having reappeared in the following April, 1796, it was on the 7th of May again of the 9.10th magnitude, and increasing nearly in a similar manner as on the 20th of June the pre ceding y e a r; which completes all its changes, and gives a pe riod of ten months and a half.
Very remarkable and perplexing it was, that just after I had made out the periods of these two variable stars, their changes should appear different from those before observed; the par ticulars concerning that in Sohieski s Shield have been noticed: as for this in the Northern C r o z v n , it shews at pr the computed time of its full brightness), great unsteadiness, more so, 1 think, than any of the variables whose periods have been settled with certainty; for having increased as before, with tolerable regularity, till it attained the 7.8th magnitude, it then kept wavering between those magnitudes, and is still so at the present time (August) that I am closing my account of it. I nevertheless hope to add a few more remarks in the Jour nal, as I have done for the other variable. Future observations will determine how far the period of ten months and a half is rightly settled. I am greatly inclined to think it the true one, as the star went through all its changes progressively and steadily. Many of the variables are occasionally liable to un expected changes, particularly at the attainm ent of their full brightness in different periods; such perturbed periods may perhaps be found to return after a certain number of more re gular ones; but to ascertain this, requires probably a long series of observations: T he magnitude of the stars in the Northern Crown, marked on my plan, and to some of which the variable was compared* are here accurately fixed by a mean of many observations. (See Tab. II.)
Magnitudes.
C t 2.3
: } +-3
?} nr 5 6 6.7 o 8.9 P 9 x 10 l All these characters are according to B a via, except the four last, which I have added.
I have in this paper followed, as much as possible, the same method and deductions as in my others, which the Society have done me the honour of publishing.* The subject of them all being very similar, it was difficult to avoid sometimes repeat ing* the same remarks, which, if omitted, might perhaps occa sion some uncertainty, and perplex those who do not recollect or have not read the former papers. I shall now conclude with my observations on the variable in the Crown. seep with difficulty with an opera-glass, much brighter. though the air was hazy, I could see it D°. saw it distinctly-opera-glass.
'v as, in these four observa tions, it was not.com-► pared to any star, they are less to be relied
f thought it considerably brighter than last year. b rather less than w, but evidently brighter than w. not so bright as §, equal to i f , and brighter than w. it is marked less than if, and brighter than the 7.8th m not visible with an opera-glass. evidently less than 0 ; rather less than P ; rather brighter equal to, or brighter than P. evidently brighter than P j nearly equal to 0 . 7 evidently brighter than 0 nearly equal to w . 6.7 certainly brighter than w, and rather less than v 5. 6.7 nearly equal to i f ;no perceptible alteration during these dates.
7.6 7 8.7 9 9.10 less than if j moon nearly full.
• evidently less than i f; if any differ evidently less than w ; if any difference brighter than 0. less than 0 , and equal to P. equal to, or less than P j brighter than x. f not visible with an excellent night-glass; therefore less than the \ 1 ith magnitude; a remarkably rapid disappearance; air clear.
I not visible with an opera-glass, with which I can, when the air ^ is very clear, see the star 0 of my plan.
10 not visible with the night-glass; therefore not of the n t h magnify visible with night-glass j less than x .
9.10 brighter than x j rather less than P.
9 less than 0, and equal to, or rather brighter than P* 8.9 equal to, or rather brighter than q. $ near full*. r between the ioth and 24th I often tried^ to see it with an operaglass, but owing to the moon and twilight, I could not, though 1 the w was by times perceptible, therefore it could not be brighter than the 7.8th magnitude.
I rather brighter than 0; considerably less than w.
Cduring these dates it has in general been set down much brighter I than o, and rather less than w , though sometimes more de« ^ cidedly less than w ; but these very small differences are ever 1 difficult to ascertain, owing to the disposition of the eye, at« (_ mosphere, and various lights. equal tow; no moonlight.
equal to, or rather less than w, equal to, if not brighter than w. equal to, if not less than w.
